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Sundry Specials
Updated items: new item(s).
CLEARANCE ITEMS, SPECIAL NET - NET PRICES !

Air regulator

Air regulator. Flow through design has one unregulated air out
port, 2 regulated out ports. This design is used on some pressure
pots to allow unregulated air to go straight through to the gun air
cap while it regulates the air going to the pot. Steel T-handle is
lockable. All ports are 1/4" npt. Available in 2 pressures as listed
below.

77% Discount
(was 54.00)
Clearance price
only 12.00!

L011-162 0-50 psi regulator ..................... sold out
L011-163 0-100 psi regulator ................... 12.00 C
Clearance Discount

Stock: This is a WSL item, but stock in the branches is ok.

on special buy.

Air regulator
guage shows 0 - 15 psi.

27% Discount
(was 54.90)

5 port regulator. These are an accessory clearance item for the
A925 which is no longer in production. This regulator is for use on
the air inlet of an air gun and only regulates the air going out the
side elbow (also to the guage and safety valve). The air going
straight through to the gun is not regulated. Simply hook your
container pressure hose to the elbow to pressurize the container
to your set adjustment. The safety valve is set for about 10 psi
maximum.

L015-700 5 port regulator with guage .... 39.80 C
Less than 3" long.

Stock: This is a WSL item, stock in branches is allowed. About
200 available.

Air regulator & gauge
0-125 psi
panel
mount ring
included

2" face

Clearance
Discount
on special
buys.
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0-100 psi
1/4"

50% Discount

1/4"

Air gun cup

Air regulator. Standard design (same as Lemmer mini regulator)
has 3 regulated out ports. Plastic knob is lockable. 1/4 F input,
1/4 F output, two 1/8" F side outputs. Range is 0 - 125 PSI. The
gauge is a separate item and has a glass face with range of
0-100 psi.

(17.30 value)
Clearance price
only 8.65!

Temp-A 0-125 psi Nihon mini regulator . sold out
Temp-G 0-100 psi Niscon 2" air gauge .. 8.65 B
Stock: These are WSL items, but stock in the branches is ok.

Clearance
Discount

Shipped completely
assembled.

Lid assembly special clearance. Left over stock from manufacturing stages. Subject to availability. The container is NOT
included. Not damaged, original condition.

L080-764 Lid ass'y WSL .......................... 13.50 C
Stock: This is a WSL item, but stock in the branches is ok.

Container NOT included.

Pressure Washer accessories

• 3/8" ID x 50'
• 3000 PSI max
• Made in Canada

60% Discount
(was 165.00)
Clearance price
only 66.00!

Pressure washing hose. These are brand new hoses which are
overstock since we stopped handling pressure washers.

Temp-PW-Hose, 50' ................................... 66.00 C
Temp-PW-QC-F , Quick Coupler 3/8npt .. 17.50 C
Temp-PW-QC-M , Quick Connector 3/8 ... 9.95 C
Temp-PW-OIL, CAT crankcase oil ........... 9.75 C
Stock: These are WSL items, stock in branches not allowed on
this small clearance amounts.

Specifications subject to change.

